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I don’t watch, read or listen to much New Age material (the definition varies) and not for some 
time now, my consumption has dropped to almost zero on the “enlightenment” meter. (Oooops, 
I just got hit by a stray buzzword there, ouch) 
 
I say “almost” because I clicked the link to the Matthew Books offered by a reader in a comment 
here. 
 
Because of my very low intake over the past half decade or more, I’m memory digging here; so 
before I begin the post, allow me to ask you to please add in the comments, other buzzwords or 
definitions you’ve seen, what they mean or just questions for The Committee.  
 
On with the glossary: 
 
Q: Esteemed Committee, let’s start with the buzzword that just sideswiped me, 
enlightenment. The light, the source of…everything? Step into the light, so anyone who has done 
so, is enlightened. It doesn’t mean less weight (light being both adjective and noun) but maybe 
the similarities explain different uses. I’m blabbering on…please “enlighten” if you will.  
C: Indeed have you touched upon the source of the word. Greetings to you all, fellow Earth 
travelers, for all humans and their troupes of GAGs are included in this inclusive, diverse 
community. 
 
Q: Allow me to interrupt, Committee…. I see what you did there, y’all took a swipe at the 
DEI fad currently undulating through many societies across the world, especially Western 
nations. Okay please carry on… 
 
C: Diverse and inclusive are natural conditions among humans and of all souls in the 
universe, occurring without force. The understandings of what diversity, monotony, exclusion 
and inclusion do or should mean, are the true concept. We offer that efforts among humans to 
push for what the pushers want to achieve inside their definition of DEI, brings about the 
opposite over time, but inure or deliver to them good authority and control, the reasons the 
objective is set then pursued. We digress… 
 
Matter in the Earth Surface environment is frozen light. Humans have long understood frozen 
liquid or gas, such as water and dry ice. Simply extend the concept to light, which can become a 
gas, a liquid or a solid. 
 
Becoming enlightened lowers weight, itself a function of mass and gravity. Weight is a physical 
and mental burden, but bathroom scales to weigh the human mind have not yet been invented, 
to quantify mental load or excess of such. All humans who feel subject to such burdens, know it. 
Many others not so burdened, observe it in fellow humans so overladen. 
 
To suggest enlightenment means knowledge is okay but the risk in all descriptions of 
knowledge, is the effect which can   ̶ but need not be  ̶  imposed on humans not yet aware of or 
possessing the knowledge. 
 



This moves into the area of authority and control, something humans love with all your might. 
To know thus be able to use what others know not, is a seduction few humans resist effectively, 
over time. Humans teach that sharing of information is foolish, until it cannot be contained, at 
which stage it is re-branded education. 
 
Q: Okay, next buzzword: lightworker. 
C: Define work first. Light is merely the image human eyes perceive. To suggest someone is 
a lightworker seems to convey status or to assign a role. All humans are working at life and all of 
you are in the light. The term lightworker would best be ignored, because s/he who uses it is 
not aware of the limits or around which people such restrictions are placed. If a certain person 
is deemed a lightworker, then are other not involved, mere darkworkers?  
 
Q: Moving down the list; ascension. 
C: Often the antonym or opposite meaning helps understand what occurs, not just what is 
meant by use of a word. Which humans are descending, going through the process of 
descension? Airplane passengers during landing approach? Cosmo  ̶ and astronauts re-entering 
Earth’s atmosphere from orbit?  
 
We suggest but know already this will not take hold during the lifetimes of any of you reading 
our thoughts, that awareness would better replace ascension.  
 
Each of you ascends every time you sleep.  
 
Expansion would be a better term also, and this refers specifically to connections. All humans 
and souls are connected to one another, in a great matrix few humans see or even perceive 
exists. The process labeled ascension is simply expanding awareness of the cable connections, 
minus visible cords, tethers or links which naturally exist for all humans and souls.    
 
Q: All That Is 
C: This is the collective group of all souls; in other words it means God. The words appeal 
to humans who dislike the image of a God as an all-powerful leader who distributes favors and 
rewards, but also punishes and sanctions, any soul following or contradicting God’s will. 
 
This does not exist; no all-powerful Deity lords over you but the most powerful of all, you 
yourself. 
 
Q: Karma 
C: We recently saw this discussion here, as many readers might remember. The notion an 
account of one’s misdeeds, bad acts or harmful mistakes will bring about retribution or 
punishment, when capacity has been exceeded, time has run out or the bill comes due, is 
nonsense. This does not exist; what certainly does exist is a cause-and-effect sequence, but the 
few, the one or the many such examples which involve any one or a group of you, run 
independently. If the electricity bill is ignored for a certain time, the power will likely be turned 
off, no matter how many dollars, donuts or donations one gives to homeless people down the 
street.  
 
Q: Namaste 
C: A new way to greet or bid someone temporary farewell. Humans invent new words 
constantly; nothing new with this but a way to create a new insider crowd member 



identification label. S/he who uses such word must be a member, share a belief system or be 
preferable in some way. 
 
Q: The universe, and I don’t mean the space available for galaxies to move about. 
C: Anything outside immediate stimulation of human physical senses which affects, treats, 
harms or touches us, that we cannot label because of invisibility. This buzzword becomes the 
default identifier. 
 
Q: Nirvana 
C: Heaven, but on Earth accessible to humans. 
 
Q: Astral projection 
C: Sleeping, especially taking a nap. 
 
Q: Holistic 
C: Goes outside accepted, established procedure or methods. 
 
Q: Cosmic consciousness 
C: Understanding existence outside what touches you physically. 
 
Q: Zen 
C: Another label for energy humans cannot measure with a metering device. To call a pail a 
bucket.  
 
Q: Awakening 
C: The opposite of asleepening, as in, humans who are not awakened, are asleepened. 
 
Q: That’s not even a word! 
C: But it is a concept formed by creation then use of the word awakening to refer to 
expanded awareness. You are awakened when your brainwave activity returns to the patterns in 
effect when you are conscious of physical surroundings.  
 
Q: Okay, last one from me, then readers can offer and ask about other favorites;  
transcendence 
C: Another label for expanding awareness or learning, especially about the solid and 
permanent connections all souls have to one another. 
 
Q: Thank you Esteemed Committee, let’s see what we get. 
 
 
 
 
  
  


